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Question 1

A(n) ________ refers to the most likely or most commonly thought of example of an item or object in a concept whereas a(n) ________ is an example
of a concept that a person has based on personal experiences. 
A) prototype; exemplar
B) heuristic; exemplar
C) exemplar; prototype
D) schematic image; prototype
E) exemplar; schematic grouping
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=687942

Question 2

________ created person-centered therapy in an effort to help individuals become ________.
A) Carl Rogers; at peace with respect to their id, ego, and superego functioning
B) Abraham Maslow; fully functioning people
C) Sigmund Freud; free of defense mechanisms
D) Carl Jung; a part of a collectivist society
E) Carl Rogers; fully functioning people
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=688734

Question 3

Which of the following is TRUE regarding the cell body?
A) It is made of chemicals that are ultimately responsible for interfering with neural transmission.
B) It is the part of the neuron that contains the nucleus and carries out the metabolic functions of that neuron.
C) It is a cable-like structure that transmits information down the length of the neuron.
D) They are specialized cells in the brain and spinal cord that support neurons, remove waste products, and nourish neurons.
E) They are sprouts from the axon that end in bulbous terminals which create neurotransmitters.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=687682

Question 4

Seth has a very good understanding of the social rules of his language and uses intonation as appropriate when he speaks. Seth seems to has a good
understanding of _________________________.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=688038

Question 5

Too little gratification during the anal stage may result in ________ whereas an overindulgence during the anal stage may result in ________.
A) sarcasm; aggression
B) messiness; orderliness
C) flirtatiousness; pride
D) excessive cleanliness; messiness
E) rebelliousness; hostility
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=688714

Question 6

Which of the following is the common thread between the psychoanalytic theory and the humanistic theory?
A) Both theories discuss the importance of unconscious drives.
B) Both theories study the positive aspects of individuals such as cooperation and acceptance of others.
C) Both theories offer a stage-like sequence of development in an effort to explain personality development.
D) Both theories are difficult to test out from a scientific standpoint.
E) Both theories maintain that individuals are driven by sexual and aggressive impulses.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=688735

Question 7

Based on research regarding the perception of racism in the United States, in which of the following areas of life does racism still linger?
A) education
B) workplace
C) housing
D) health care
E) Racism still lingers in all of the above areas of life.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=689192
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Question 8

Mellaril and Thorazine are examples of ________ medications.
A) mood stabilizing
B) antianxiety
C) antipsychotic
D) seizure
E) antidepressant
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=689031

Question 9

Although Michael is not a trained musician, he has the ability to hear a piece of music once or twice and then play it on his guitar. According to
Gardner, Michael would have a high _________________________.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=688043

Question 10

Which of the following is NOT a disadvantage as discussed in your text regarding e-therapy?
A) This type of treatment is not appropriate for diagnosing and treating serious psychological disorders that require immediate or face-to-face
interaction.
B) There are no studies that have tracked and studied the effectiveness of this type of therapy thus far.
C) The therapist cannot see the client and thus may miss the nonverbal cues that assist in providing appropriate therapy.
D) Because there is no system for regulating or licensing e-therapists, the possibility for imposter "therapists" is a reality.
E) There exists possibility of violating one's confidentiality or other ethical standards.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=689057

Question 11

The main personality trait associated with Cluster B personality disorders is _________________________, which is thought to predispose individuals
to antisocial behavior.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=688934

Question 12

Selye demonstrated in his research that _________________________ seem to be the main culprit causing the harmful effects of stress on the body-
namely an increase in blood pressure, weakening of the muscles, and a lowering of the immune system.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=688667

Question 13

Boyd was just informed that he has cancer.  He obviously knows his health is vital; therefore, he begins thinking through the treatment options that are
available to him.  He also considers how much time he will have to take off of work, how that may impact his finances, and whether or not he'll be able
to afford his house.  In addition, he begins thinking of who will be able to help care for him once the treatments begin. The latter thoughts that went
through Boyd's mind represent 
A) a tertiary appraisal.
B) the significance appraisal.
C) the initial assessment.
D) a secondary appraisal.
E) a primary appraisal.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=688613

Question 14

The four stages of Masters and Johnson's sexual response cycle in order of occurrence are _________________________,
_________________________, _________________________, and _________________________.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=688531

Question 15

Which of the following is TRUE regarding behaviorism?
A) It rests on the idea that our environment shapes our behavior.
B) John Watson founded this school of thought.
C) It states that only observable and measurable behaviors should be studied.
D) It rests on the idea that behavior is learned.
E) All of the above are true regarding behaviorism.
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Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=687151

Question 16

Although antidepressants were originally created to treat depression, they have been found to be effective in treating certain
_________________________ as well.
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=689083

Question 17

Hughy, a yellow lab, was conditioned to howl when he saw a white car. Not only does he howl upon seeing a white car now, but he also howls upon
seeing a white truck or SUV. His owner wants him to ONLY howl to white cars. Which of the following techniques is the BEST choice for the owner
use?
A) Preferential learning
B) Generalization
C) Extinction
D) Discrimination
E) Spontaneous recovery
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=687477

Question 18

Aisha is a psychologist who focuses on environmental causes of misbehaviors, in addition to the unconscious forces that affect those behaviors. She
helps those she sees in therapy to realize that they are basically good people and then helps them to make better choices for themselves. Which
approach BEST describes Aisha's way of practicing psychology?
A) Behaviorist
B) Cognitive
C) Humanistic
D) Sociocultural
E) Eclectic
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=687573

Question 19

Which of the following researchers developed the Thematic Apperception Test?
A) David Buss
B) Henry Murray
C) Robert Lazarus
D) James Lange
E) Abraham Maslow
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=688238

Question 20

The ________ allows us to know where our arms are in relation to our legs; the ________ gives us information regarding movement we are
experiencing in addition to where our body is in space.
A) vestibular sense; cochlear sense
B) vestibular sense; kinesthetic sense
C) kinesthetic sense; tactile sense
D) kinesthetic sense; vestibular sense
E) cochlear sense; vestibular sense
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=687225
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